
C
hoice can be a good thing. When we have choices, we have
a sense of control. Options, however, can also cause us to
freeze up when we have to make a decision.

Companies using PeopleSoft HCM may think that with the
release of version 9.2 that they have only one choice — to upgrade
or not. Such is not the case. You actually have three options that
offer you a range of ways to maximize your company’s technology
investment.

Flexible Options

Jaynie Martin, Practice Director, PeopleSoft HCM at Emtec,
recently outlined the three options during an educational session at
Oracle’s Technology and Applications conference, Collaborate 13.
The flexible options are:   

• Upgrade to PeopleSoft HCM 9.2

• Remain on Current Release

o Leverage Feature Packs to apply enhancements

o Leverage Talent Management integration

• Implement Coexistence Model

o Leverage Fusion for key modules

Option #1 - Upgrade to PeopleSoft HCM 9.2  

Besides adding functionality, the new release of PeopleSoft
HCM provides solutions that are simpler and more intuitive to use.
The PeopleSoft Update Manager transforms the maintenance
process and reduces the cost to stay current with maintenance.
Among some of the new features and functionality are: 

• secure enterprise search that enables users to quickly retrieve
accurate and actionable results making the application easier to
navigate

• more than 60 prebuilt Pivot Grids and a Pivot Grid Wizard
that deliver self-service analytics 

• manager dashboards that give you easy access to pertinent
employee data

• integrated workcenters, activity guides, and train stops to
streamline and simplify processing

• iPad certification to access PeopleSoft application

• mobile support for email integration

• many module specific features including mid-year check
points in ePerformance, paycheck modeling in Payroll, and
timesheet lock down and online rules processing in Time and Labor

Option #2 - Remain on Current Release

Even if you decide not to upgrade, you can take advantage of
new features and functionality now by leveraging Feature Packs
and Talent Management Integration in your current version of
PeopleSoft HCM.

Delivered between major releases, Feature Packs deliver new
capabilities to meet changing business needs. PeopleSoft HCM 9.1
Feature Pack 2 is now available and enables you to help increase
employee productivity and effectively align investments in the
workforce. Take advantage of new functionality including:

• an integrated company directory leveraging your PeopleSoft
data

• matrix reporting relationships to create flexible, cross-func-
tional reporting relationships

• manager dashboard with actionable organizational charting
and talent summary to view and transact on employee data from a
single point within the application

For those of you on PeopleSoft version 8.9 or later, you can
take advantage of best-in-class 9.1  Talent Management function-
ality  through delivered integration without upgrading your HCM
application. Newly integrated capabilities allow you to develop
skills available in the workforce and invest in talent. Features
include:

• ePerformance

• Career and Succession Planning

• eCompensation Manager Desktop

• Recruiting Solutions

• Enterprise Learning Management

Companies can increase their workforce ROI as well as
improve employee relations and morale. The consistent framework,
data, and user interface minimize training needs. It also reduces the
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Oracle’s commitment to PeopleSoft continues.
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cost of maintaining security in multiple systems. With a single system of record,

you can reduce the need for 3rd party software.

Option #3 - Implement Coexistence Model with Fusion

It’s not necessary to replace your existing PeopleSoft HCM instance to reap

the benefits of Fusion which features Business Intelligence, embedded analytics and

mobility. If you’re on Version 8.9 or later, you can employ a co-existence strategy.

This model allows you to add new Fusion applications where they can achieve sig-

nificant business value while maintaining core data in PeopleSoft HCM. You have

a variety of deployment options.

• Private Cloud: Your organization owns, implements, and manages the HCM

application.

• Managed Cloud Service: The HCM application is deployed as a private

cloud at one of Oracle’s data centers, at your site, or through Oracle’s partners and

managed for a fixed monthly fee.

• Public Cloud: Oracle Cloud delivers your HCM applications with subscrip-

tion-based access.

• Hybrid Cloud: You can also choose a hybrid model for different elements of

your IT environment, and move back and forth over time as your strategy or

requirements change.

Identifying the Best Option for Your Organization

Improvements in functionality and architectural changes tend to be what peo-

ple focus on with a new release. The IT department may also weigh in on matters

relating to product support or the opportunity to clean up customizations and cut

maintenance overhead.

All this may lead companies to only consider a yes/no decision when it comes

to an upgrade. However, you need to remember this is really a business decision.

The driver should not be what the new software does, but the value of what it

helps each business achieve.

Maximize Your ROI

The three options outlined above represent a different paradigm for evaluat-

ing how to proceed. Instead of only having to decide whether or not to upgrade,

you have the flexibility to choose an option that delivers the best ROI for your spe-

cific situation.

When seeking to determine which will work best, the answer lies in how well

your existing release supports your current and futures business needs. Consider

each option in terms of how it will enable you to: 

• Retain talent

• Improve productivity

• Reduce cost of ownership 

• Improve reporting & analytics

• Empower managers and employees

• Predict trends and create proactive business model 

Determine Best Option For Your Company

So, whether you decide to upgrade to PeopleSoft HCM 9.2 now or down the

road, I can’t emphasize enough how important it is to develop a roadmap. One

way to chart your path is through an Upgrade Planning Workshop designed to

provide you with a framework for determining the best possible agenda for your

organization. Check out the related article for a discussion of how a workshop

helps you evaluate the costs, risks, and rewards of a Peoplesoft upgrade.

COVER STORY

continued from page 1

T
here’s a third thing in life that’s certain – new software releases. And as applications

evolve, organizations need to evaluate and upgrade their systems. But “when” and

“how” to proceed are not always clear.

With the release of PeopleSoft 9.2, companies are again faced with making a decision.

And as described in “Making the Right Choice: Three PeopleSoft HCM Options Offer

Flexibility”, they have several ways to maximize their technology investment.

Regardless of which of the three choices you decide upon, a roadmap is the key to suc-

cess. If planned and executed correctly, an upgrade can help enhance productivity, enable

access to the latest functionality, as well as simplify business processes and transactions.

Upgrade Planning Workshop

However, an upgrade is not to be undertaken lightly. You should carefully evaluate the

costs, risks, and rewards as you would evaluate any business proposal. One way to chart your

path is through an Upgrade Planning Workshop designed to provide you with a framework

for determining the best possible roadmap for your organization.

An interactive exercise involving your key business and IT staff, along with executive

stakeholders, an Upgrade Planning Workshop helps you focus on your strategic vision, orga-

nizational priorities, and current pain points.

When considering an upgrade, it’s important to understand the drivers and benefits your

organization will realize in order to determine your PeopleSoft roadmap. To help you deter-

mine your business and IT priorities, the workshop will cover:

New Capabilities and Features

An assessment of the new features and enhancements compared to your current release

is crucial in understanding the value of investing in an upgrade and determining the best

path. This can result in streamlining your maintenance processes and the retirement of

many of your organization’s customizations.

Your Technical Infrastructure

An assessment of your current technical infrastructure against the infrastructure require-

ments during and following an upgrade provides key information.

Business Processes

Because a higher release of your PeopleSoft application includes new functionality and

enhancements, it creates opportunities to increase the overall efficiency of your business

processes. A critical decision for your upgrade is whether you will implement that new

functionality as part of the upgrade, or upgrade your current processes without change

and implement the new functionality as a subsequent project.

How Upgrade Planning Workshop Helps

A workshop also offers valuable information on best practices along with application

management strategies. At the end of the process, your company should have an outline of

how to proceed tailored to your specific business needs, taking into account your objectives,

scope, risk, schedule, and resources.

When Emtec conducts an Upgrade Planning Workshop, we provide you with:

• an infrastructure review 

• options with estimated costs and benefits of various upgrade/no upgrade strategies 

• a resource plan and estimated timeline for your upgrade 

• an Oracle Application Roadmap customized to your application portfolio 

Unlock the Value of Your Oracle Investment 

Again, I urge you to take the time to plan how best to enhance the productivity

PeopleSoft delivers.

Please contact Paul Finley via email at paul.finley@emtecinc.com to discuss how Emtec

can help your company optimize your cost and improve the return on your Oracle investment.

Develop Your PeopleSoft
Upgrade Roadmap
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F
rom the perspective of the IT department, the
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) phenomenon
might well be dubbed “Here Come the
Gadgets.” More and more employees rely upon
their own smartphones and tablets to complete

business tasks — and expect those devices to be supported
by IT. In addition, IT must ensure that any device connect-
ing to the corporate network meets minimum security stan-
dards.

This trend obviously imposes significant burdens on
the IT department. According to CTIA-The Wireless
Association, an industry trade group, more than 100 mil-
lion smartphones and tablets are used in the U.S. across a
wide range of manufacturers, carriers, operating systems,
form factors, versions and connectivity options. It is hard
enough for IT to manage equipment outside of its control.
It’s even tougher to secure and support a diverse collection
of devices that literally is changing every day.

Mobile device management (MDM) is therefore criti-
cal in any BYOD environment. MDM solutions enable IT
to monitor each device that connects to the network in the
context of the user’s role and location, the security posture
of the device, and the network resources being accessed.
The downside of MDM is that it doesn’t really reduce the
extraordinary complexity of managing and securing a
BYOD environment. As a result, many organizations are
turning to a virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) to address
BYOD challenges.

In a recent InformationWeek survey, 47 percent of
CIOs said they had “no need” for an MDM solution.
Critics of MDM argue that it forces IT to stay in the busi-
ness of supporting endpoints. But there’s another way to
get a handle on BYOD — change the viewpoint from the
outside in to the inside out through VDI.

With VDI, IT doesn’t need to care as much about the
device accessing the application. It’s like serving up a web-
based application — it doesn’t really matter what’s on the
other end. IT centrally secures and manages virtual desk-
tops, and treats all endpoints the same way.

Greater Efficiency and Security

VDI provides a framework for the BYOD model by
consolidating and centralizing complete desktop environ-
ments within the data center. Virtual machine images are
built and stored on the server and delivered to end-users on
demand. These images can be customized with the operat-
ing system, applications, security settings and other person-
alization features required by specific users.

A growing number of mobile devices support VDI
access software, making it possible for end-users to access
their desktop environments from anywhere. VDI therefore
capitalizes on the flexibility and productivity benefits of
BYOD by extending the traditional desktop environment
to the mobile realm.

With virtual images stored on a central server, users
have the ability to access their personalized computing

environments as long as they have a way of connecting to

that central source. Workers become more productive

because they can get their full desktop experience from any

location, and IT becomes more efficient by managing a

large number of desktop environments from the data cen-

ter.

VDI also reduces many of the security concerns asso-

ciated with BYOD. The virtual desktop images are “sand-

boxed” — that is, they are self-contained processes that are

completely separate from the native processes running on

the mobile device. The security posture of the device

becomes irrelevant. In fact, virtual desktops are generally

more secure than physical desktops, and offer greater data

protection because information remains within the data

center.

User-owned devices generally don’t comply with cor-

porate security policies, and users are notorious for defeat-

ing or bypassing basic security measures. With VDI, the

desktop operating system and applications run on servers

that do comply with the organization’s security policies.

Mobile devices communicate with the servers through an

encrypted session, alleviating security concerns.

VDI Needs MDM

VDI is not a panacea for all BYOD challenges. Not all

devices support the same VDI clients, forcing IT to manage

multiple applications on the endpoints. Generally, howev-

er, this is a small price to pay for the ongoing benefits of

VDI. Installing the VDI client is a one-time process. Once

that’s complete, end-users have access to their hosted envi-

ronment, which is maintained centrally within the data

center.

An MDM solution should be used in conjunction with

VDI to reduce the administrative overhead associated with

installing and maintaining VDI clients on user-owned

devices. MDM solutions are designed to deliver the set-

tings, certificates and native applications to each smart-

phone or tablet. The user-owned device is configured auto-

matically — IT doesn’t have to “touch” the device and the

end-user doesn’t have to worry about application down-

loads or setup.

VDI for mobile devices does bring concerns about per-

formance and user experience. However, most organiza-

tions find the performance to be acceptable and the bene-

fits of accessing a virtual desktop outweigh performance

challenges. As for user experience, it’s important to remem-

ber that not all applications will work well within the

smartphone form factor — VDI generally is not optimized

for touch interfaces. IT should use an MDM to solution to

push out mobile-optimized versions of those applications.

VDI is not a replacement for MDM. The two solutions

complement each other, with VDI providing security and

MDM handling device provisioning, configuration and

management. However, VDI is a good option for organiza-

tions struggling to get a handle on BYOD chaos. It enables

mobile users to access a personalized desktop environment

while removing the administrative burden of ensuring the

security of a plethora of mobile devices. Although there are

trade-offs, it’s easy to see the appeal of VDI for BYOD.

Using VDI to Address BYOD Challenges
Bring Your Own Device brings a plethora of devices to manage,
but a virtual desktop infrastructure can minimize those headaches.

A
s end-user computing environments continue
to become more diverse and mobile, virtual
desktop deployments are becoming a critical

component to delivering IT services to any user, on any
device and in any location. Virtual desktop infrastruc-
ture (VDI) deployments also ease operating system
transitions, and relieve IT of the headaches of main-
taining physical desktop devices.

The downside is that VDI can be challenging to
implement. Now, however, Desktop-as-a-Service
(DaaS) solutions are enabling organizations to utilize a
cloud provider for their virtual desktop infrastructure
(VDI) or leverage on-premises VDI with the efficiencies
and scalability of cloud computing.

VDI is a natural extension of the cloud paradigm.
In essence, VDI consolidates physical desktops onto
central servers as virtual machines that end-users access
from any device via the corporate networks. DaaS does

the same thing, except the user’s customized desktop
environment is accessed via the Internet.

Unlike enterprise VDI environments, DaaS is
designed to be a multitenant solution accessed by mul-
tiple customers and purchased on a subscription basis.
DaaS technologies also utilize automation to rapidly
provision virtual desktops based upon the customer’s
“golden” desktop images and end-user profiles.

When DaaS is accessed via a cloud provider, it
eliminates the cost and complexity associated with
implementing a VDI environment. The service provider
also handles updates to operating systems, applications
and other software running on virtual desktop, and
manages security, data storage and backup functions.

Large enterprises may also offer DaaS as a means
to recoup the investment in VDI. Generally, such serv-
ices are offered to division, subsidiaries or affiliates in
a chargeback model.

Desktop-as-a-Service
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Transform Desktop Management.
Energize Users.

Deliver rich, personalized virtual desktops as a managed service from a

virtualization platform built to deliver the entire desktop, including the

operating system, applications and data. With VMware View, desktop

administrators virtualize the operating system, applications, and user data

and deliver modern desktops to end-users. Get centralized automated

management of these components for increased control and cost savings.

Improve business agility while providing a flexible high performance

desktop experience for end-users, across a variety of network conditions.

Contact Emtec today for more information

about VMware View and desktop virtualization.

Copyright © 2013 VMware, Inc. All rights reserved.      VMW-22

For more information, please contact
Deanna Evers

800-800-8894 x127897
information@emtecinc.com
WWW.EMTECINC.COM
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HP is changing the rules of networking with a full portfolio of high-performance, standards-

based products, solutions, and services. These offerings are secure, energy-efficient, cost-

saving, and developed specifically to simplify the complexities of networking for all

customers, from the largest enterprise to the smallest emerging business.

Contact your Emtec representative to learn more.

© Copyright 2013 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P.   HP-203

For more information, please contact

Deanna Evers

800-800-8894 x127897

information@emtecinc.com

WWW.EMTECINC.COM



Spear Phishing on the Rise

N
ew threat research by Trend Micro gives empirical evidence that 91 percent
of targeted attacks involve spear phishing, a breed of highly targeted phish-
ing that makes the use of information about a target to make attacks more

specific and “personal” to the target. Spear phishing emails, for instance, may refer to
their targets by their specific name, rank, or position instead of using generic titles as
in broader phishing campaigns. The email message is cleverly crafted to entice a spe-
cific individual to either open a malicious file attachment or to click a link to a mal-
ware- or an exploit-laden site, starting a compromise within the victim’s network.

According to the Trend Micro report, 94 percent of targeted emails use malicious
file attachments as the payload or infection source. The remaining 6 percent use alter-
native methods such as installing malware through links that download malicious
files. The reason for this huge discrepancy is straightforward:  Employees in large
companies or government organizations normally share files via email since down-
loading materials straight off the Internet is regarded as insecure.

The most highly targeted industries are government and activist groups.
Extensive information about government agencies and appointed officials are readily
found on the Internet and often posted on public government websites. Activist
groups, highly active in social media, are also quick to provide member information
in order to facilitate communication, organize campaigns or recruit new members.
These habits elevate member profiles, making them visible targets. As a result, three
out of four of the targeted victims email addresses are easily found through web
searches or using common email address formats.

Mobile Device Market to Hit 2.6 Billion Units

W
orldwide mobile device shipments will reach 2.6 billion units by 2016,
according to the latest forecasts from Canalys. Tablet PCs will be the
fastest-growing category, with a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of

35 percent, followed by smartphones at a CAGR of 18 percent. Shipments of other
phones will decline; during 2013 smartphones will overtake feature phones for the
first time.

Notebook PCs will also experience a decline (a CAGR of -6 percent) as tablet PCs
continue taking a greater share of consumer spending. Tablet shipments are expected
to exceed those of notebooks in 2014. Canalys estimates that the mobile device mar-
ket in total will grow at 8 percent CAGR.

In 2016, smartphone shipments will be double the 695 million achieved in 2012.
In terms of operating systems, Android will peak in 2013, with 71 percent of ship-
ments, falling to 66 percent in 2016. In 2012, Android took 68 percent, while iOS
achieved 20 percent and BlackBerry followed with 5 percent.

Shipments of tablet PCs are forecast to reach 384 million units in 2016. Volumes
will be dominated by seven inch screens this year, with these making up more than
half of the tablet market. In terms of operating systems, Apple will retain the lead over
the next five years, although its share will be eroded to just under 40 percent, from 57
percent in 2012.

Global Cloud Policies Hit and Miss 

C
ountries around the world are improving the legal environment for cloud
computing — though at an uneven pace that risks undermining the full eco-
nomic potential of cloud technologies, according to a new report from  BSA |

The Software Alliance.

The 2013 BSA Global Cloud Computing Scorecard — the first report ever to
track changes in the global policy landscape for cloud computing — finds that while
many of the world’s biggest IT markets have stalled or slid backwards, others are
embracing laws and regulations conducive to cloud innovation. The Scorecard also
finds that policy fragmentation persists, as some countries, aiming to promote local
cloud markets, adopt laws and regulations that inhibit cross-border data flows or
skew international competition.

“We’re seeing patchy progress in the policy landscape for cloud computing,” said
BSA President and CEO Robert Holleyman. “Mismatched privacy and security rules
are making it hard for data to flow across borders. Too many countries are chopping
off pieces of the cloud for themselves. This undercuts economies of scale that can ben-
efit everyone. To have a cohesive global marketplace, we need more bridges and fewer
barriers.”

The study evaluates countries in seven critical policy areas  — data privacy, cyber-
security, cybercrime, intellectual property, technology interoperability and legal har-
monization, free trade, and ICT infrastructure.
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I
t’s not exactly like the Mayan
Apocalypse, or even Y2K. No tick
of the clock is going to signal the
end of the IPv4 Internet addressing
system. But network administra-

tors are facing the task of transitioning to
IPv6, a project that requires careful plan-
ning to avoid business disruption.

The move to IPv6 is inevitable. IPv4’s
32-bit addressing allows for about 4.3 bil-
lion unique IP addresses. That’s simply not
enough to accommodate all of the
Internet-connected devices in use today. In
fact, the pool of IPv4 addresses managed
by the Internet Assigned Numbers
Authority dried up in 2011, although a
few regional Internet registries still have
some IPv4 addresses available.

Using 128-bit addressing, IPv6 theo-
retically allows the creation of more than
340 trillion trillion trillion possible unique
addresses. That’s about a billion-trillion
times the total pool of IPv4 addresses,
enough to give every human on the planet
trillions of addresses of their own.

Although it has been available for a
decade, IPv6 has been slow to catch on
while IPv4 addresses were still available.
Techniques such as network address trans-
lation (NAT), in which many of an organi-
zation’s devices are hidden behind a single
public IP address, have extended the life of
IPv4. However, organizations need to
make their networks compatible with the
increasing number of IPv6 addresses. And
if their websites and other web-based
applications cannot be reached through
IPv6, they are not accessible across the
entire Internet.

Planning Ahead

The transition to IPv6 is not simply a
matter of flipping a switch. IPv4 and IPv6
are different protocols and are not direct-
ly compatible, so programs and systems
designed to one standard cannot commu-
nicate with those designed to the other.
Techniques such as NAT further compli-
cate the transition to the new protocol.

This doesn’t necessarily signal the
impending death of IPv4, however. Dual
stack IPv4/IPv6 devices and software can
help ease the transition by running both
protocols simultaneously. Other strategies
for making the transition include perform-
ing IPv6-to-IPv4 translation, tunneling,
and using proxy servers to facilitate a
migration to the new address space as
software allows.

The latest versions of most enterprise-
class network components and systems
are already IPv6-capable. Still, most
organizations have legacy equipment and
applications that do not support IPv6 — a
fact they must bear in mind as they plan
future IT purchases. Experts also say fire-
wall and security policies should be
reviewed to determine how IPv6 will
affect them, and in-house software should
be upgraded to ensure compatibility. IPv6
should be tested in an internal lab to cer-
tify software, develop operational and
support practices, and support transition
planning.

Perhaps the biggest impediment to the
IPv6 transition is the learning curve
involved. IPv6 involves new concepts and
functions in a very different way than its
predecessor. Organizations should invest
in training so that network administrators
can become familiar with deploying and
configuring the new protocol.

Great Potential

While network future-proofing and
infrastructure management are the key
reasons for transitioning to IPv6, business-
es will be able to leverage the new proto-
col in a number of ways. At the most basic
level, it supplies the additional IP address-
es needed to accommodate the many
smartphones and other Internet-connected
devices flowing into the workplace.

There is also huge potential for new
applications and devices. IPv6 will enable
devices to multicast, which is the ability to
send information and establish unique
links to multiple devices without resend-
ing the same data to each device. That will
make it easier to stream live video to mul-
tiple locations at once.

IPv6 also offers built-in security and
enhanced support for streaming media
and other Web 2.0 applications. In addi-
tion, the QoS features built directly into
IPv6 can help improve the quality of
encrypted Voice over IP calls.

The depletion of IPv4 address is not
some impending doomsday. As IPv6 con-
tinues to gain momentum, however,
organizations that fail to plan ahead risk
finding themselves at a competitive disad-
vantage. Even if organizations don’t have
immediate plans to implement IPv6,
preparing for the inevitable transition now
as opposed to later will only decrease the
burden on IT administrators.

Making the Switch
Organizations need to prepare
strategically for the transition to IPv6.
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A
s businesses, institutions and government
entities discover the significant benefits
delivered by multifunction devices (MFDs),
the combination printer/copier/scanner
units are gaining an increasing role in the

office.

Like most technology in the workplace, copiers and
MFDs have evolved to include many new features, such as
the ability to wirelessly communicate with computers and
smartphones and to fax and email documents through net-
work connections. They also offer economies of scale by
serving an office full of users with one machine where pre-
viously numerous devices were needed.

The same advances that have given these smart devices
so much power have also introduced a host of potential
security issues.

No longer are they the comparatively simple devices
that required little more than a secure location and con-
trolled access to printer and fax queues. The printers and
copiers of the past were immune to the threats of malware
or cyberattacks faced by computers, servers and related
equipment.

In many cases, the perception of these devices as “safe”
has remained stagnant as the capability and complexity of
MFDs has increased significantly. Today’s MFDs are built
around powerful computing systems loaded with more
complex applications than ever and offering connectivity
through multiple access points. As such, networked MFDs
can no longer be treated like dumb peripherals.

“Over the past decade, greater intelligence has been
built into (most) enterprise and consumer equipment …
(an MFD) may now contain a fully functional operating
system and a computer with processing power dwarfing
that of an older desktop computer,” wrote the Washington
University School of Medicine in its guide for information
security.

The State of Security

While there has been little indication of printer-based
attacks spreading across large networks, at least one recent
intrusion went a long way toward opening the eyes of IT
departments to the importance of identifying and applying
security controls consistently across an entire organization.
In 2011, a massive breach of Sony’s PlayStation Network
led to 77 million accounts being hacked and resulted in
millions of dollars of lost revenue for Sony. A similar attack
is possible through an MFD if its physical and electronic
access points aren’t securely controlled and protected.

In 2010, the CBS news story “Digital Photocopiers
Loaded with Secrets” highlighted the potential risk of crit-
ical information being stolen from cached data stored on
the hard drives of printers and photocopiers. Higher edu-
cation institutions and government entities have responded
with strict guidelines for establishing security controls on
MFDs, and most manufacturers now offer data security
kits and services to meet hardened industry standards.

Among the most detailed is the Security Technical
Implementation Guide the Defense Information Systems

Agency developed for the Department of Defense, which

“provides the technical security policies, requirements and

implementation details for applying security concepts to

commercial-off-the-shelf hardware peripheral devices.”

The document devotes a complete section to MFDs.

The guide advises, “If an attacker gains network access

to one of these devices, a wide range of exploits may be

possible. If an attacker gains physical access to a device, the

programming of the device can be compromised and the

potentially sensitive data stored on the hard disk can be

recovered.”

‘Is There Really a Threat?’

Even with these warnings and guidelines, many busi-

nesses have been lax about MFD security. Instead of patch-

ing and hardening MFDs, IT departments often overlook

the devices from a risk management perspective.

A survey commissioned by Xerox and McAfee last

year found that some companies don’t take even simple

steps to lessen the risk. The survey reported that only 13

percent of employees say they are prompted to enter a

password on MFDs before releasing a job they’ve printed

or accessing the ability to copy.

There are nearly 30 million printers and MFDs in

offices and homes throughout the U.S. and Western

Europe, according to an InfoTrends survey of the market in

2010. Considering most of those devices are connected to

a network, and the growth in numbers of devices was run-

ning from 4 percent to more than 5 percent a year at that

time, the opportunity to exploit MFD weaknesses must be

increasingly attractive to potential attackers. As PCs and

laptops become more secure through tougher security stan-

dards and best practices, unprotected MFDs are a logical

target for hackers and information thieves.

A carefully structured search of the Internet brings up

enough “teaser” hits from hacker forums to suggest a

growing interest in MFD weaknesses. One website

describes how to use Google hacks – requests typed into

the search engine that bring up cached information on net-

works – to discover and use login details for networked

photocopiers in order to watch what is being copied.

“The threat landscape has evolved to include devices

that when originally designed were never considered a

security threat,” said Tom Moore, vice president of embed-

ded sales, McAfee. “Now we are seeing the need for secu-

rity on devices like MFDs to protect confidential and pro-

prietary data which, if lost or stolen, could negatively

impact a company and its employees.”

MFDs have evolved, adding more capabilities that

bring significant benefits to the workplace and new securi-

ty threats. Organizations need to be aware of those risks

and take steps to secure MFDs so that the safety of the net-

work and confidential data is not compromised.

Print, Copy, Scan … Hack?
Unprotected MFDs open doors for hackers and put sensitive data at risk.

T
o protect confidential information from
security threats, it is a priority to apply secu-
rity controls consistently across an organi-

zation when installing a multifunction device
(MFD). When acquiring new equipment, select an
MFD that is configurable and offers built-in securi-
ty features. Ask vendors about security-related fea-
tures and recommendations on installation and
implementation. For existing equipment, contact
the vendor about equipment upgrades that include
security features.

Here are some tips for securing MFDs in your
organization:

• Configure copiers, printers and other MFDs
for improved security. Shut off any ports or features
that you do not use.

• Place MFDs in secure areas if possible, and
limit network access to systems administrators.

• Change the default administrator password,
although it is recommended to use the same pass-
word for all MFDs for administrative efficiency.
The copier dealer will need the password to per-
form maintenance — make sure that it is kept
secure.

• Work with vendors to ensure devices meet
industry security standards and certifications.
Many vendors offer optional data security kits.

• Make sure IT staff and employees are aware
of the organization’s data security policies and
practices. Where possible, require that users enter a
passcode or PIN to access spooled print or copy
jobs.

• Perform firmware updates regularly.

• Consider requiring drive encryption. If possi-
ble, configure devices with hard disks to erase files
after each print, scan, copy or fax job.

• Develop policies and procedures that address
MFD disposal. Destroy or erase internal hard
drives before decommissioning the device.

Steps to Secure an MFD
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PCI Addresses Mobile Payment Security

T
he PCI Security Standards Council (PCI SSC), an open, global forum for the
development of payment card security standards, has published the PCI
Mobile Payment Acceptance Security Guidelines for Merchants as End-Users.

The guide educates merchants on the factors and risks that need to be addressed in
order to protect card data when using mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets
to accept payments.

Juniper Research predicts mobile transactions will hit $1.3 trillion worldwide by
2015, four times what it is today, as more and more businesses turn to consumer elec-
tronic handheld devices such as smartphones and tablets for payment acceptance. As
these devices are not solely used as point of sale tools but also to carry out other func-
tions, they introduce new security risks. By design, almost any mobile application
could access account data stored in or passing through the mobile device.

“Even with rapid adoption of mobile technology in payments, security still tops
concerns for merchants. It comes down to the basic element of trust. Consumers want
to have confidence that their information is protected — whether at their favorite
restaurant, shopping online or making a purchase using a mobile device in lieu of a
traditional POS. Currently it is challenging to demonstrate a high level of confidence
in the security of sensitive financial data in devices that were designed for other con-
sumer purposes. Which is why we encourage merchants to consider encrypting card-
holder data securely prior to using mobile devices to process transactions,” said Troy
Leach, chief technology officer, PCI Security Standards Council.

Big Data Is Big Challenge

M
any organizations are not taking advantage of “big data” because they lack
the staff resources to do so, according to a survey from Robert Half
Technology. Only 23 percent of CIOs interviewed for the study said their

firms gather customer data such as demographics or buying habits. Among those that
do, only 46 percent said they had sufficient staff to access customer data and gener-
ate reports and other business insights from it.

For companies looking to fill big data positions, they should be prepared to pay
top dollar for the most in-demand jobs, according to the Robert Half Technology
2013 Salary Guide. Data architects evaluate and translate business requirements into
specific database solutions and are forecast to see starting salaries ranging from
$104,250 to $143,500 in 2013.

Business intelligence analysts, who assist firms in making critical business deci-
sions by gathering and analyzing data to better target marketing efforts, command
starting salaries ranging from $94,250 to $132,500 this year. Data warehouse analysts
collect, analyze and leverage a firm’s stored data, and devise solutions that make it eas-
ier to access, and can expect starting salaries ranging from $93,500 to $126,500 this
year.

“Hiring employees to collect and fully leverage customer data can be costly, but
the information can be extremely useful to organizations,” said John Reed, senior
executive director of Robert Half Technology. “This type of information gives firms
an opportunity to create more personalized online experiences for customers, develop
highly targeted marketing campaigns and optimize business practices.”

Cloud Skills Gap Widening 

D
emand for “cloud-ready” IT workers will grow by 26 percent annually
through 2015, with as many as 7 million cloud-related jobs available world-
wide, according to an IDC White Paper sponsored by Microsoft. However,

IT hiring managers report that they failed to fill an existing 1.7 million open cloud-
related positions in 2012 is because job seekers lack the training and certification
needed to work in a cloud-enabled world.

In the U.S., the IT sector is experiencing modest growth of IT jobs in general, with
the average growth in IT employment between 1.1 percent and 2.7 percent per year
through 2020, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Amid modest growth
of IT jobs, cloud-sector jobs are increasing swiftly. With the workforce unprepared to
take on these jobs, there is an urgent need to retrain existing IT professionals and
encourage students to pursue cloud-related IT trainings and certifications, according
to the IDC White Paper.

“Despite modest growth of the IT sector overall in the U.S., cloud-ready jobs are
increasing as we head into 2013, but with this increase comes the harsh reality that
workforces around the world are steps behind when it comes to attaining the skills
necessary to thrive in the cloud computing industry,” said Cushing Anderson, program
vice president, IDC.

A
s companies become more
comfortable with the bene-
fits of a cloud environ-
ment, they are reporting
h ighe r- than - expec t ed

costs, as well as challenges with imple-
mentation, operations and governance,
according to a new survey from KPMG
International.

The KPMG survey, “The Cloud Takes
Shape,” polled more than 650 business
and IT leaders across 16 major global
markets and found more than half of the
organizations already working in the
cloud. However, about one-third of survey
respondents said the costs of moving to
the cloud were higher than expected, and
a similar number noted significant imple-
mentation challenges.

Rick Wright, KPMG’s Global Cloud
Enablement Program leader, said it
appears some companies are only focused
on the technology aspects of the cloud to
the detriment of their core business goals.

“One of the most important lessons
uncovered by this research is that business
process redesign needs to be done in tan-
dem with cloud adoption, if organizations
hope to achieve the full potential of their
cloud investments,” said Wright. “Simply
put, executives have found that simultane-
ous process redesign is central to address-
ing the complexities that often arise in the
implementation and operational phases of
cloud adoption.”

Changing Objectives

According to KPMG’s analysis of the
survey data, business executives are mov-
ing past cost savings as a final goal for
operating in the cloud. Wright explained
that other long-term benefits can include
more efficient overall processes, flexible
operating models and faster speed to mar-
ket. KPMG’s survey noted that two of the
top three cloud objectives identified by
more than 20 percent of business execu-
tives were to enhance new market entry
and drive business process transforma-
tion.

Although companies are finding that
the cloud can be more than an IT cost
reduction tool in the long run, a more
strategic approach needs to be developed
at the outset to realize the proper benefits.
This is especially true as organizations
move more of their core and sensitive data
and processes to the cloud, according to
the survey.

“Considering a strategic approach is
necessary to focus on core business goals
while moving portions of the organization
into a cloud environment. Organizations
should also look to leverage the opportu-
nities for business transformation and
change management that can occur as a
result of a move into the cloud,” said
Wright.

Issues with Security,
Regulation, Tax

The report highlighted specific
aspects of cloud implementation that can
significantly impair or enable an organiza-
tion’s ability to reap its rewards. A pri-
mary factor is security. Cloud adoption
should improve, rather than weaken, secu-
rity concerns. Nevertheless, more than
one-quarter of the companies surveyed
have found that security-related chal-
lenges can be extensive and are a prime
example of where business executives and
IT need to work together to create a cloud
security strategy.

“When thoughtfully implemented,
many providers could actually offer
robust and resilient security measures and
controls that could enhance overall securi-
ty in the cloud,” said Greg Bell, a U.S.
principal and services leader at KPMG.
“Functions that — until just recently —
were considered too sensitive or complex
for the cloud are now being put on the
table.”

Regulation and tax issues also impact
cloud implementation. In many cases,
companies said that regulation is not hin-
dering cloud implementation but they are
working proactively to address future
legal and regulatory requirements.
Organizations are approaching the tax
structure of cloud deployment strategical-
ly and are even finding that a cloud envi-
ronment can make a significant difference
in the company’s tax position and bottom
line.

“We see time and again that the fed-
eral, state and international tax implica-
tions of various cloud deployment
approaches can significantly impact an
initiative’s ultimate ROI,” said Steve
Fortier, Cloud Enablement lead for Tax at
KPMG. “Bringing the tax department into
discussions early can help companies
avoid missing out on cost-saving opportu-
nities or inadvertently creating significant
tax risks.”

Long Road to the Cloud
Cloud adoption can be more complicated and
challenging than anticipated, survey finds.
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F
or many organizations, the

contact center is where the rub-

ber meets the road. It often rep-

resents the first interaction cus-

tomers have with the company,

and the success or failure of that initial

experience can set the stage for all subse-

quent interactions.

The nature of that experience has

changed dramatically in recent years. While

the telephone remains a primary means of

contacting a company, customers in grow-

ing numbers want to do business by email,

chat, texting, and mobile and social appli-

cations. Indeed, the growth of these con-

sumer channels has led to the death of the

“call center” and the rise of the “contact

center,” which does much more than handle

voice calls.

Voice over IP (VoIP) technology has

made this transformation possible. Thanks

to VoIP, contact centers have come a long

way from simply routing calls to the agent

group with the right skill sets and maybe

adding a “screen pop” with data about the

customer. With a fully integrated IP contact

center, organizations can provide a consis-

tent, high-quality customer experience

regardless of how the customer chooses to

interact.

Customers utilizing the web to

research a product can “click to talk” and

be connected to an agent who is familiar

with that product and looking at the same

screen. Supervisors can not only monitor

calls but can initiate online chat sessions

with agents to offer advice while the agents

are on the phone with customers. Many

organizations are also looking to add new

contact center services such as video and

mobile solutions.

From ‘Interaction’
to ‘Experience’

VoIP makes this possible by converging

voice and video onto the data network. As

such, any application can theoretically be

integrated into the voice infrastructure,

providing a platform to support sophisti-

cated, multi-channel communications.

The 21st-century contact center is

more than a collection of communications

channels, however. The technology is evolv-

ing toward a contextual understanding of

customer interactions. Instead of handling

individual transactions, organizations can

create the ability to manage the overall cus-
tomer experience.

In the past, a financial institution
might simply route loan-related calls to a
certain type of agent. Today, that financial
institution can understand that the cus-
tomer has three types of loans and called
twice last week, and route the call to a par-
ticular agent who can best handle the call
based upon those attributes. An organiza-
tion can also know that a customer started
on a web site and then called in, and man-
age the customer’s experience accordingly.

Getting to this nirvana is not as simple
as plugging in a contact center solution.
There’s not one technology that can trans-
form a traditional contact center into a full-
blown customer experience management
solution — it takes a whole set of tools.
Organizations should begin by defining the
experience that they want their customers
to have as they interact with the contact
center and how the contact center is going
to create and manage that experience. Once
that’s defined, it’s essential to choose the
right contact center solution to lay the

foundation and then add the necessary

building blocks on top of it.

Many Benefits

The converged voice, data and video

network underlying VoIP technology offers

a number of other compelling benefits in

the contact center. It minimizes the total

cost of telephone services, reduces network

management costs and creates the ability to

build geographically dispersed contact cen-

ters that satisfy “follow-the-sun” business-

hour coverage and assure business continu-

ity.

VoIP also enables the development of

the virtual contact center model, in which

calls are routed to agents working at home

or to their counterparts working in the tra-

ditional contact center environment. The

technology is absolutely transparent to the

customer. Leveraging a home-based work-

force not only drives down the real-estate

costs of brick-and-mortar operations, but

allows organizations to break down the

geographical boundaries of their labor

pools and opens the door to an untapped

pool of highly skilled candidates. It also

provides for business continuity in the

event of disaster or weather-related travel

restrictions.

A contact center has a number of lay-

ers, from the core customer interaction

management to the agent experience, the

supervisor experience and the manager’s

experience. These interfaces must be easy to

use in order for the customer interaction to

be successful. Reporting and analytics are

also critical decision-making tools that help

managers optimize the customer experi-

ence, maximize agent efficiency and keep

costs low.

Building a multichannel contact center

requires analysis, planning and significant

expertise. But by facilitating multimedia

communications, providing customers with

a better experience and improving informa-

tion flow, IP-based contact centers provide

organizations with a powerful edge in their

quest to provide better customer service

and cement customer satisfaction.

At Your Service
Today’s IP-enabled, multichannel contact centers help organizations maintain strong customer relationships.

S
eventy percent of consumers believe they often know

more about the products and services they’re enquiring

about than the contact center agent dealing with their

call. That’s according to new research from BT and Avaya,

which found that 80 percent of people thought agents strug-

gled to answer their questions and 85 percent believed they’d

been put on hold because agents didn’t know what to say.

The failure of service identified by the research presents a

significant risk to organizations, as 78 percent of consumers

say that they only buy from businesses that make it easy for

them to deal with and one-third believe convenience is more

important than price. Additionally, almost half believe cus-

tomer loyalty is a thing of the past.

The survey, which polled 1,000 consumers in the U.S. and

U.K., discovered an increased use of smartphone apps, video

and chat in dealings with organizations. Video conferencing

seems to be finally taking off, with usage up 100 percent since

similar research was carried out in 2010. Some 13 percent of

the people surveyed use video conferencing at home every week

— double the number from 2010 — and 55 percent would like

to use video chat to have their questions answered by contact

center agents. Chat is also growing fast, with 26 percent of peo-

ple using it to communicate with organizations, up by 36 per-

cent compared with 2010.

But the phone remains the most popular customer service

channel, with 77 percent of people having called an organiza-

tion in the six months prior to the survey. Indeed, 54 percent

had used the phone to call an organization in the month lead-

ing up to the survey compared with 56 percent for the same

period in 2010 — indicating that the phone is holding its own

despite the growth of alternative contact channels. More than

90 percent of consumers want organizations to display phone

numbers clearly on all channels and 89 percent say that when

things go wrong, there is no alternative to speaking to a real

person.

As smartphone usage, social media and Wi-Fi coverage

continue to grow, half of consumers are constantly changing

the way they contact organizations. Eighty-two percent say

they need a range of channels to meet their needs. But many are

frustrated with the experience of switching channels as it

exposes huge gaps in customer service. In fact, just 17 percent

think swapping between channels is easy and gives them a

seamless experience and 69 percent of consumers say they’re

often asked to repeat their account details on the same call.

Consumers Call for Smarter Contact Centers
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O
nline file sharing represents yet another
consumer technology that is taking hold
at the corporate level. Online file sharing
solutions are Internet-based services that
enable users to store, access, share and

collaborate on documents and other files in the cloud.
These services have become popular in recent years as peo-
ple look for ways to access their documents from multiple
devices, including traditional PCs, tablets and smart-
phones.

Although online file sharing has its roots in consumer
cloud services, it is beginning to transform the way busi-
nesses and people work. Collaboration can be greatly
improved by allowing document access from anywhere,
and employees find that online file sharing is much more
convenient than traditional access methods. IT depart-
ments also get numerous benefits by switching to online
file sharing.

According to an Enterprise Strategy Group (ESG) sur-
vey of nearly 500 IT professionals at small, medium and
large organizations, 28 percent of organizations have
already established corporate accounts for online storage
and file-sharing services. That number is expected to grow
to 50 percent during 2013.

“By now, many, if not most, knowledge workers have
been exposed to some form of consumer online file storage
service such as Dropbox or Box,” said Terri McClure, ESG
senior analyst and co-author of the report. “However, the
fact that these services have been rapidly adopted by con-
sumers on a personal basis, often via their smartphone’s
app store, has led to a situation in which companies are
increasingly looking to standardize their employees’ use of
these services through company-owned and -managed
accounts. Our research validates that IT and business pro-

fessionals are serious about making online file sharing serv-
ices a company-wide resource for their employees.”

Business Collaboration Benefits

Keeping documents up-to-date and distributing the
right copy has always been a challenge. Many companies
are finding that switching to online file sharing is increas-
ing collaboration and saving lots of money. As more and
more documents are stored electronically, collaboration
among workers using these documents stored online is
greatly improved because the Internet never closes —
workers can quickly refer back to a document when an
idea appears. With an online file sharing solution, knowl-
edge workers and their colleagues will always be on the
same page (literally) and business planning, strategy and
brainstorming can focus on the work.

The increasing use of smartphones and tablets by
employees is a key driver behind the adoption of online file
sharing services at the corporate level. The ESG survey
found that 41 percent of organizations that are experienc-
ing significant growth in smartphone and tablet usage
already have a corporate online file sharing account in
place, and another 27 percent expect to set up a corporate
online file sharing account in the next year.

“The preponderance of smart phones and tablets in
the workplace has driven many companies to sign up for
and deploy a corporate account with an online file sharing
service,” said McClure. “Among organizations experienc-
ing growth in these devices, the purpose for deploying a
corporate online file sharing account is often to enable
access to files from mobile devices.”

Organizations turning to file sharing in the cloud to
facilitate employees accessing files and collaboration from
endpoint devices are discovering that these online services
can also displace in-house file servers and the associated
management complexity. Cloud file services can reduce the
costs associated with virtual private networks (VPNs).

IT Department Benefits

In a typical company, the IT department is tasked with

maintaining multiple servers (and their environments) for

file sharing. Ensuring that these files are backed up and

recoverable adds to the workload and a significant portion

of the IT department’s operating budget. With online file

sharing, the cloud handles the task of storing and serving

files.

However, concern over potential security vulnerabili-

ties — such as data loss, theft or risk of regulatory compli-

ance violations — is the top reason organizations are not

deploying online file sharing. In addition, employees are

placing corporate files in free cloud storage sites, creating

serious security and compliance risks for their organiza-

tions.

ESG found that organizations are struggling to control

unauthorized online file sharing account usage. According

to ESG research, 83 percent of organizations are actively

monitoring employees’ devices and activity to uncover

rogue online file sharing accounts. Yet 16 percent simply

rely on an honor system, trusting that employees are not

using unauthorized online file sharing services.

“Honor systems don’t go far enough in mitigating the

risks created by rogue online file sharing accounts,” said

McClure. “It’s not just potentially malicious employees

who could expose their organization to a data breach.

Even well-intentioned employees may decide to use person-

al online file sharing accounts to get their jobs done faster,

not understanding the security vulnerabilities this creates

for their organizations.”

Online file sharing is also a challenge for IT groups

because they have to manage more data stored outside the

data center, including on smartphones and tablets. Still,

online file sharing adopters say collaborating through the

cloud instead of on VPNs makes sense from a management

as well as financial standpoint.
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File Sharing in the Cloud
Online file-sharing solutions allow organizations to reap the benefits
of easy file sharing and collaboration in the cloud.
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